Subject: SUR Energy Park (MP-18-022)

Dear Susan Harris,

I'm protesting the proposed Solar Cell Installation project in Jacumba, Ca.

We are working on developing a town that renews this history, culture, identity & once again were being threatened from doing so.

We have a sea that once was the go to place of movie stars. The world over - there it bypassed around the town, the town closed local business, I'd really hasn't been the same since then. But now I-80 highway - Jacumba Airport- plans already to have promised to bring back Jacumba as a tourist attraction & place to live.

Once again, we are being threatened by foreign country and to put up a fence, a wall, a fence - a chain link fence will provide an eye sore - certainly not complimenting our vision of what we want our town to be.
Ground water when we dig a well, construction will use 10,000 cubic feet of water, and the existing project will also use water wells, the amount needed to wash panels. 2x4's annually.

There will be increased risk from hazards for high power equipment, and the potential for our town experiencing a significant increase in temperature, called the heat island effect.

There's noise. Nummy 24 hours a day and it's only decreased by the panel motors. Noise and I didn't know how our dogs are singing to speak to that God help us then.

There is so much wrong with this event being thrown on our land. It seems like Jacumba is the dumping off site of unsightly things—organic farm caused so many greats they actually stopped the Jacumba then the Sent. Every sexual peer to Jacumba to live. We could see to realize our dreams of having our dreams of having a really great town. Please stop this project. Let us Build.